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On the Interpretation of a Poem of Anacreon
R. RENEHAN
a<paipTi 5iTUT£ jj.e 7iop<p\)pfi
PaA,X<ov xP'uooK6jiTi(; "Epcoq
vT|vi noiKiXooa|j.pdX(p
o^n-nai^eiv jipoKaXeixai-
q 6', ea-clv yap an' ziiKiixov
Aeofiov), xfiv )j.ev e|iT]v k6|j.tiv,
Xevkt] yap, Kaxa|ie|i.(p£xai,
jipoq 6' aXA-Tiv xiva xotoKEi.
(fr. 13 Page = PMG 358)
By a curious coincidence Professor Miroslav Marcovich and I both
published discussions of this famous poem which not only appeared almost
simultaneously^ but which proceeded along rather similar lines of
interpretation. While our ultimate conclusions do not entirely coincide, they
are closely related and we share a general agreement in dismissing certain
earlier interpretations of this much-discussed poem. Few there are who
would not be pleased to find their own views so much in harmony with
those of the distinguished scholar who is being honored in the present
volume.
In 1991 Hayden Pelliccia published yet another discussion of this
poem,2 in which he takes as his starting point the two papers just mentioned.
The problems of interpretation are of sufficient interest that I do not hesitate
to reconsider the poem in the light of Pelliccia's remarks. Unfortunately my
own views as set forth in my CP article seem to have been misunderstood,
and I am represented as expressing certain opinions which I did not express.
Let it be stated at once that I consider Professor Pelliccia a serious scholar
and I take it as certain that there was no intention on his part to misrepresent
deliberately my position. ^ If my English was not clear enough and the fault
for any misunderstanding is mine, 1 sincerely regret it.
1 M. Marcovich. "Anacreon. 358 PMG (ap. Aihen. Xm. 599C)." AJP 104 (1983) 372-83 =
Studies in Greek Poetry, ICS Suppl. 1 (Atlanta 1991) 47-57 and R. Renehan. "Anacreon
Fragment 13 Page," CP 79 (1984) 28-32.
2 "Anacreon 13 (358 PMG)," CP 86 (1991) 30-36.
^ In fact, if my memory is correct, Professor Pelliccia had courteously sent me a typescript
of his article before publication for my criticisms. Unfortunately at the time I was in poor
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Pelliccia begins his piece by referring the reader to Marcovich's paper
and mine for "the refutation of previous errors" (30). He then states his own
position: "The view advocated both by Marcovich and, with the
qualification to be noted, by me is the well-established one that takes aA.>.Tiv
Tivd in the last line to refer to another female, and thus makes an ethnic and
sexual joke out of the Lesbian girl's origins and behavior" (30). That is to
say, Pelliccia agrees with Marcovich (and many others) that there is a joke
in the final verse: The girl, it turns out, is both Lesbian and a lesbian and
accordingly rejects Anacreon in favor of another woman. The main
competing interpretation is, of course, that which supplies k6|itiv with
akXr\v Tivd in verse 8. Not a few understand the poem in this way; readers
of Pelliccia' s article are likely to include me in their number. "Renehan
argued at length that the ^ev . . . 6e antithesis in lines 5-8 made it 'all but
unavoidable to supply mentally' K:6|a.-nv in line 8" (34). And again, ". .
.
suppose that with Renehan and others we think it possible to supply kojo-tiv
with npbc, 6' aXXT\v xwd . . ." (32). The fullest statement of my views (30
n. 2) differs from these accounts in that some other opinions, mutually
incompatible, are also attributed to me: "Renehan first argues from the jiev
. . . 5£ structure of the last four lines that kojitiv (referring to a younger
man's head of hair) must be supplied with npbc, b' aXkr[\f tivd; then, on the
last page, he surprisingly says that eoxlv ydp dn' ev)ktito\) / AeoPoD can
have led the audience to understand dXA.Tiv xivd as referring to another girl;
and he finally proposes that the ambiguity cannot be resolved and that the
poet may have intended it that way" (emphases added here).
The reader may be excused if he concludes from Pelliccia's language
that I expressed different, and contradictory, views in different sections of
my paper. Actually all his remarks refer to several consecutive paragraphs
on the last two pages of my discussion (31-32; no page citation given by
Pelliccia). On page 31 , in the course of analyzing the structure of verses 5-
8, 1 stated in part: "When one then proceeds to npbc, 5(e) aXXr[\ xivd (no
further), it is all but unavoidable to supply menially a corresponding
KOjiTiv." Ignoring the crucial qualification "no further," Pelliccia
misrepresents me as arguing that "k6|itiv . . . must be supplied with npbc, 5'
dX^Tiv Tivd." My actual point was that, when one then goes on to the last
word of the poem, one meets an unexpected verb which makes it quite
likely that aXXr[v Tivd does not after all refer to kojo-tiv, but rather to another
woman. On page 32 I entertain two possibilities: 1) Verses 5-6 contain no
allusion to lesbianism and k6|j.tiv is to be understood with a.XXr]\f xivd. On
this view, as 1 wrote, "Anacreon's revenge consists solely in the use of an
unflattering expression (xdojceiv npoc,) to describe her misdirected
attentions (as he sees it). The poem is heterosexual on this reading; the
sense is acceptable." With this interpretation the verb xdoKEi is still
health (which necessiialed major surgery) and my life was so disrupted that I did not read the
piece until after it had appeared in print.
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unexpected and delivers a Tiapd 7ipoa5oK{av effect.'^ 2) Verses 5-6 do
allude to the lesbian interests of the woman. I stated, ". . . then aXXriv
refers to a woman and the Tiapa 7ipoa6oK{av is even more pronounced"
(emphasis added here). It is not apparent to me how anyone could conclude
from such language that I was an advocate of the "koji-hv" interpretation in
explicit opposition to the "Kopriv" interpretation.^ In other words,
Marcovich and Pelliccia are among those interpreters who understand
akXr[v xivd in verse 8 as referring to some other woman. I differ from them
not in rejecting this interpretation
—
quite the contrary—but in continuing to
believe that the "ko^tiv" interpretation is also possible, if less pointed. I
thought that I had made it clear in my CP paper that I preferred the other
interpretation, if an absolute choice had to be made (see below). Perhaps
not. Let us come to the crux of the matter: eoxlv ydp 6ai' evKiixoM Aia^oM.
"Interpretation of the poem is chiefly complicated by the statement in
lines 5-6 that the girl is from Lesbos." So I wrote in my CP paper (30) and
it is clear from Pelliccia's remarks in his paper that verses 5-6 continue to
present difficulties. To illustrate the sentence-structure seen in verses 5-8 I
had adduced a passage not hitherto cited in this connection, namely
Aristophanes Ecclesiazusae 37-39:
6 yapavTip, a)(piXxdTTi,
laXanivioq ydp eaxiv cb ^-uveiji' eyco,
XT^v vv)x6' '6Xr\v T[Xavvi \i' ev xoiq axp(0|iaaiv.
Pelliccia will make much use of this passage, but first he observes that
"Renehan does not draw any inferences from the passage but simply quotes
^Marcovich (above, note 1) 375-76, argues that Greek idiom regularly requires that
xdoKCiv npoc, refer "to an animate object" and hence k6^t|v is unlikely to be the object of the
preposition here. I do not believe that this "rule" has any validity and Marcovich himself
adduces some evidence that argues against it. Nothing either in the nature of the Greek
language in general or of this word in particular favors putting xaoKco in such a semantic
slraitjacket.
^ It seems to have become customary among defenders of this interpretation to contrast
specifically the word Koprjv with tcofxTiv in this connection. Thus Pelliccia on p. 33 writes of
"understanding Kopriv in the last line." Marcovich uses similar language more than once. This
should be avoided because it is both inexact and misleading. Precisely because there is a
neatness to the jingle KOpr) - kojit), a reader is liable, consciously or no, to attribute the play on
words to Anacreon himself, which would, of course, itself go a long way towards validating
this inlerpreUlion. The "evidence" is illusory. 1) Anacreon calls the girl a vfivic;, not a KOpT].
2) In Anacreon's dialect the fomi would be Kovpri, not Kopt), and the slight extant evidence for
his own usage clearly points to KOiipri {PMG 390, 418), a form which hardly forms a striking
jingle with kojiti. 3) If dA.Xriv xivd refers (as I think it most likely does) to a woman, no
substantive need be mentally supplied; the feminine termination -riv suffices. For an
unambiguous example of this see Aesch. ^4^. 1268 aXk^v xiv' drnq dvx' i\x.o\) nXo\}xiC,cte.
(Cassandra is the speaker, dtrn; is Stanley's correction of the meaningless dxriv of the MSS.)
4) If a Greek supplied any substantive here it would most likely be yuvaiKa, the natural word
to contrast female with male. Theocritus 6. 25-26: dX^ct Kai auxoq iyu) kvi^wv 7tdA.iv oii
TtoSopTim, / aXK' dXXxxv tivd cpajil Y»vaiK' exev. (Note, incidenully, noGoprmi, a polite
equivalent to the vulgar xdoKco in Anacreon.)
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it as 'an exactly parallel sentence'" (31 n. 4). This is somewhat imprecise;
again 1 am misquoted. On pages 30-31 I discuss the elaborate structure of
verses 5-8 and state what 1 take to be the purpose and effect of the several
parenthetic clauses. Having done this, and only then, do I cite the
Aristophanes passage as "an exactly parallel senlcnce-structure" (emphasis
added). Pelliccia omits the crucial word "structure," which ought to have
removed any doubt as to my main reason for producing the parallel. But he
believes the parallel to be even more significant than I did: "The function
... of the interposed ydp-clause . . . ('for he is from Salamis') is perfectly
clear: it provides the ethnic information that sets up and makes possible the
obscene punchline . . ." (31). And again, "The first ydp-clause in Anacreon
resembles that in Aristophanes in an even more significant way: both
interrupt their sentences in order to tell the ethnic origin of the subject; in
Aristophanes this ethnic information serves to set up the obscene punchline
that follows, and that is its only purpose. There is an obvious point to be
made from all this: an interposed or anticipatory ydp-clause demands a
'pay-off,' comic or otherwise; when the interposed clause contains ethnic
information, the pay-off must present action associated with the ethnic
group" (32). I have no quarrel with the basic point made here, for I was
under the impression that I was making much the same point on pages 30-
31 of my paper, where I conclude the section by explicitly alluding to a
napd 7rpoo5oKiav ending (= Pelliccia's "punchline").^ Surely he could not
have imagined that I failed to observe the "ethnic" adjective in the
Aristophanes passage. That was precisely what made it so apt a parallel.
Our disagreement here is small, but perhaps significant. The reader will
have observed that in the quotations from Pelliccia's paper just given he
refers twice to "the obscene punchline" in the Aristophanes passage. The
two passages from Anacreon and Aristophanes have in common 1) a
parenthetic ydp-clause and 2) an "ethnic" (perhaps better "geographic")
reference in this clause. Aristophanes also has 3) an obscene ending. While
Pelliccia does not quite say so in so many words, the reader naturally infers
from his language that this is a third detail which the two passages must
share, because such a ydp-clause, specifically containing an ethnic or
geographic reference and leading up to an obscene punchline, constitutes, as
it were, a formal pattern: "The Aristophanes parallel adduced by Renehan
. . . does prove that the formal sU'ucture common to it and Anacreon 13 was
suitable for the kind of joke that the 'lesbian' interpretation creates" (33 n.
8). Parenthetic ydp-clauses can be used for humorous effect and doubtless
often were. The interesting presence in them, on occasion, of an ethnic
^ In addition lo "punchline" Pelliccia uses not only "pay-off but also introduces the
conlrasting pair "apparent logic" versus "joke logic" (see especially 34). All this seems lo me
but a roundabout way of describing the familiar Tiapa TtpooSoKiav pattern, although Pelliccia
apparently believes that his language introduces some new insight (32: "given this newly
strengthened intuition").
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word followed by an obscene ending does not prove that an obscene ending
must always, or even usually, follow. The formal structure common to
Anacreon 13 and Aristophanes Ecclesiazusae 37-39 is neutral in this
regard. It was of set purpose that I did not draw any further inferences
along these lines.
Let me attempt to clarify the point. Tap -clauses with an ethnic or
geographic element also occur elsewhere, both 1) where the clause is not
parenthetic and thus there is no "punchline" following and 2) where there is
no obscene content. Epigram 6 (Pfeiffer) of Callimachus has to do with the
dedication of a nautilus shell to Arsinoe Aphrodite by Selenaia, daughter of
Kleinias. Verses 11-12 go thus: KA,eivio\) oXKcl G-uyaxpi 6i6od x^P^v-
oi5e yap eo0?id / pE^eiv Kai IiJ-vpvTiq eoxlv dn' AioA,i6o(;. This epigram
has no erotic content and these verses conclude the epigram. (That is, the
"ethnic" ydp-clause is not parenthetic.) More significant, because of its
provenience, is the following passage, from the Anacreontea (14. 10-14
West), where the imitator is telling off all his "affairs" or Epcoxeq: eTieiTa 5'
EK Kopiv0o\) / 0£(; 6p|ia0o\)<; Epcbxcov / 'Axdiriq ydp eotiv, / oko-u KaWi
yuvaiKEq. / ti0ei 6£ AEopCoix; [sc. Epcoraq] )ioi Kxk. The "ethnic" ydp-
clause is not parenthetic; it concludes one section. Nor is it, despite
occurring in an "erotic" poem, in any way obscene. Such ydp-clauses, it
appears, show considerable structural variety.
It thus seems to me that Pelliccia attempts to prove too much from a
single overworked Aristophanean passage. He states the following (32):
"Now, given this newly strengthened intuition, suppose that with Renehan
and others we think it possible to supply k6|j,tiv with npbc, 6' akXr[v xivd:
What kind of pay-off, then, will be the clause 'but she gapes at another . .
.
head of hair?' How does the information that 'she is from well-built
Lesbos' set up such a climax? The answer must be, it does not; and that
failure to account for the structure, especially as illuminated by the parallel
from Aristophanes, constitutes a serious defect in any interpretation that
supplies KOfiTiv in line 8" (emphasis in each instance mine). These
assertions are certainly couched in too confident language. After all,
Marcovich (372 n. 1) had given what he correctly described as "a generous
selection of scholarship (1899-1979)" on this httle poem. His useful, but
incomplete, list contains almost forty items, representing a remarkable
variety of opinions and theories.
The plain fact is that the clause eoxIv ydp dn' e\)kx{xo\) AeoPov), taken
in the most innocent way, makes sense here. The epithet is modelled on
Homeric language and is both elevated and honorific. A woman from
"well-built Lesbos" can mean a woman from a sophisticated and cultured
center of Greece (Sappho! Alcacus!); she would be no rustic. A woman
from Lesbos also comes from a region famous for beauty contests, which is
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to say from a region associated with beautiful women.^ Such a woman
might well assume a condescending air towards the old poet past his prime.
She can do better. Take the poem that way and the final word xaoKei still
produces a "punchline," an unexpected and uncomplimentary jibe directed
towards the young lady.^ The structure is flawless and no one has
succeeded in proving beyond any doubt that such cannot be the sense of the
poem.
To come to the alternative, "lesbian" interpretation of verses 5-6. In
contemporary classical studies, where a cottage industry dedicated to the
detection of hitherto unnoticed obscenities in Greek and Latin literature
(many of them imaginary) flourishes, there is a risk of being too quick to
see, and even of insisting upon, sexual innuendoes which may not have
been apparent to the ancient Greek hearer or reader. Nevertheless many,
including myself, have believed that an allusion to lesbianism is likely to be
present in this poem. Marcovich advocates this position and Pelliccia
' For ihe evidence for beauty conlesls on Lesbos see my CP paper (above, note 1) 30. In an
extraordinary paragraph (32 n. 7) Pelliccia attempts to argue away this possibility: "The
evidence for the Lesbian reputation for feminine beauty rests on //. 9. 129-30 AeoPi5aq, ac;
ore AeoPov truKxijievriv cXev avxoq / e^e^jiriv, aV KOtX^Xei eviKcov <p\)Xa y^vaiKcov—where
the imperfect eviKCOv shows that the antecedent of the relative in ai KciWei eviKcov is not
Lesbian women in general, but a particular group—and on the attestations in Alcaeus fr. 130.
32-33, et al. . . . that beauty contests were held on the island. Do beauty contests necessarily
imply singular beauty?" The attack is thus two-pronged: 1) The Homeric passage refers only
to a certain few women from Lesbos and 2) beauty contests do not necessarily "imply"
beautiful women. For the first argument to have any validity one would have to assume against
all probability that these particular women were the only beautiful women from Lesbos.
Otherwise it proves nothing contra. Surely no one would really care to defend such a position.
(If one wished to pursue this line of argument seriously, merely note the language used:
e^eX6(iT|v means "I selected, picked out for myself'—obviously from a larger group of such.)
One might as well argue that, because Anacreon does not explicitly describe the young lady in
his poem as beautiful, we are meant to conclude that she is ugly. Or that in Anacreontea 14. 10
ff. (see above), a passage almost certainly imitating our poem, one is to conclude that only the
women from Corinth are beautiful because they are singled out as such, and not also the
women from Athens, Lesbos, and elsewhere (see the whole poem). Rather, the Homeric
passage is some evidence that Lesbos enjoyed a reputation for beautiful women. Surely one is
also entitled to take into account the fact that in this passage, where Homer mentions beautiful
women from Lesbos, he describes it as euKxinevr) and that Anacreon employs the
corresponding epithet evKtitoc;. His literary allusion, if not certain, seems very probable.
(^o\.e.\hal'm Anacreontea 14. 12-13 [cited above], 'Axa'iri(;Ydp cativ,/o7iov KoXal yvvaiKet;,
there is an analogous Homeric precedent, //. 3. 75 - 258 'Axau6a tcaXXiyvvaiKa.) The
rhetorical question which forms the second prong of Pclliccia's attack is, if anything, even
more curious: "Do beauty contests necessarily imply singular beauty?" Clearly he intends the
answer to be "No," and in the schools of the logicians that might be the correct answer. In the
real—or literary—world the answer is "Yes." What sort of fool would hold a beauty contest if
he or she believed that beautiful contestants could not be found? Beauty is in the eye of the
beholder and the existence of such beauty contests on Lesbos tells us what the beholders there
thought they were beholding.
* For the force of xaoKW here (crude, but not obscene), sec my CP paper (above, note 1) 29-
30 and 31.
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quotes him with approval. "Marcovich states the case well: those who
believe that ko^tiv is to be understood in line 8 'have rightly objected that
there is just no evidence for the assumption that "coming from Lesbos"
would imply "being a lesbian." I feel, however, that such an assumption is
[certainly] possible in the time of Anacreon in view of the unmistakable
homosexual inclinations of Sappho from Lesbos, as expressed in her
poetry'" (32-33). I agree completely with Marcovich's position here and
expressed comparable views (see my CP paper, 30 and 32). Yet directly
after quoting Marcovich Pelliccia states in a foouiote, "Renehan rejects this
[i.e. Marcovich's] argument as circular" (33 n. 8). I repeat verbatim my
words as a cautionary tale: "It is also quite possible that Lesbos in
Anacreon's time already suggested female homosexuality. Sappho's fame
alone could adequately account for that. Unfortunately, if such were the
case, this poem is the only extant evidence for it, and any formal argument
as to the meaning of the poem based on the mention of Lesbos in lines 5-6
runs the risk, unavoidably, of circularity" (30). The key words here
(ignored) are "any formal argument" and my statement is perfectly correct.
To attempt to prove formally that verses 5-6 refer to lesbianism on the basis
of verses 5-6 alone is a logical fallacy, a petitio principii. I do reject such a
move. This docs not mean that one cannot make an assumption about the
probable meaning of verses 5-6 based on their context. What Pelliccia has
done, by stating, specifically in connection with the statements of
Marcovich cited above, that I "reject this argument," is to make it appear
that I reject the legitimacy of assuming (as Marcovich does) that a lesbian
interpretation is possible. In fact I proceed immediately to argue against
those who stress the absence of contemporary evidence for a reputation
among women from Lesbos for lesbianism: "That ... is true enough, but,
given the scanty remains from this period, it is hardly significant, much less
decisive" (30).
Where docs all this leave us? Pelliccia seems convinced that the poem
must be given a "lesbian" interpretation. His arguments su^ike me as not
fully persuasive, indeed, in places fallacious. I believe now, as I did when I
wrote my earlier paper, that certainly is not attainable. The mention of
Lesbos may have more to do with social standing than sexual proclivities
and k6|j.t|v may be understood with aXkr[\ xivd. This will give a
satisfactory sense. I still believe, however, that the "lesbian" reading
produces an "even more pronounced" napa 7ipoa6oKiav, as I wrote on
page 32 (although readers of Pelliccia's paper would never discover that).
What impressed me most, however, was the fact that both the Lesbos-clause
and aXXryj xivd admitted of two interpretations; that is to say, the Greek
seems to show not one but two ambiguities which can significantly affect
our understanding of the entire poem. I considered this, if a coincidence, a
"remarkable" one (32), which is to say highly improbable—and, therefore,
suggested that the poet intended a deliberate ambiguity culminating in a
highly effective napd TrpooSoiciav.
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Pelliccia writes (30 n. 2): "[Renehan] proposes that the ambiguity
cannot be resolved and that the poet may have intended it that way. I find
the suggested ambiguity unappealing . . . and the argument that produces it
self-contradictory." The problem of conscious ambiguities is of no little
importance in poetry. Some twenty years ago the great American Pindaric
scholar, Elroy Bundy, wrote of "ambiguity of this sort" as "being one of the
most powerful instruments of meaning in poetry."^ In the case of Anacreon
13 1 proposed an interpretation along such lines. The poet, by an elaborate
and careful structuring of verses 5-8 (discussed on pages 30-31 of my CP
paper), deliberately misleads his audience. As one goes through the
sentence, eaxlv yap an £\)ktito\) AeoPo-u is first understood to refer to the
girl's illustrious homeland. (The epithet evktixod, because of its usual
associations [see above], may itself be deceptive.) Then, especially because
of the emphatic "centerpiece" of the sentence, tfiv |j.£v k\xir\\ k6\x.v[v, one
instinctively supplies k6|j.iiv with the contrasting npoq 6i d^^^riv xivd
—
until one sees the unflattering verb x^okei, at which point one realizes that
eotIv ydp ock' e-oktixod AeoPo-o can admit of a quite different (lesbian)
meaning and that k6|j.tiv need not be supplied, thereby making aXXr[\ xivd
refer to a person. 1 find the poem so understood ingenious and elegant; 1 see
nothing "self-contradictory" therein. '°
Before dismissing out of hand an interpretation of the poem along these
lines one ought to be aware that conscious ambiguities are well attested in
Greek literature (to go no further). Let me conclude by calling attention to
but one particularly striking parallel (or so at least it seems to me),
Sophocles, OT 337-38. Tiresias is the speaker; he knows the awful truth
about Oedipus who, still in the dark, has just angrily rebuked the blind seer:
6p)Yr|v e)ie)iv|/co xfiv Efir|v, ttiv ofiv 5' 6|j,o\)
vaio\)oav oxt KaTe'i5eq, aXk' z\it H/eyen;.
Richard Jebb (ad loc.) says: "6|j.ov) vaio-uoav while (or though) it dwells
close to thee ... the words have a second meaning: 'thou seest not that
thine own [xriv oriv, thy kinswoman, thy mother] is dwelling with thee [as
thy wife].' The ambiguity of xfiv otiv, the choice of the phrase 6)iot)
va{o\)aav, and the choice of Kax£i6£<;, leave no doubt of this." Long before
Jebb Eustalhius (ad //. 9. 342) had observed £v0a 6ok£i \x.zv Xiy^iv b
TEipEoiaq oxi xtjv otiv opyrjv oij KaxEi5E<; xfjv ov^upvxov ooi, dXriGcoq dk
Xiyzi oxi XTiv (jr\v d^io^ov oijk oi6a<;, %o-uv xr^v |j,rix£pa oo-u, fi a\)|j.pioi(;.
^ In an undated Idler lo me in reference to my article, "Conscious Ambiguities in Pindar and
Bacchylides." GRDS 10 (1969) 217-28.
^° For reproducing the general effect of the poem in English one can hardly do better than
David Campbell's Loeb rendering {Greek Lyric II [1988]) with its final dash: ". . . but she
she comes from Lesbos with the fine cities—finds fault with my hair because it is white, and
gapes after another
—
girl." But no English version can fully recapture the ambiguity of the
inflected Greek.
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Note how opynv . . . ttiv em-tiv parallels xtiv |iev e^Tjv kojitiv, how the
contrasting ttiv otiv 5e with the inherent ambiguity of its feminine case-
ending corresponds to npbc, 6e aXXr\v xivd, and how there is a second
ambiguity in b[io\) vaiovoav, just as we have suggested there is in eaxlv
yap dcTi' ETJKTiTo-u AeoPo\). Finally, observe \he a b a pattern: aXk' ejxe
v|/£Y£i(; repeats opyfiv e)j.E|iv|/co ttiv £jj.tiv—but with a significant difference.
'Opynv . . . TTiv EjiTiv is replaced by the personal pronoun ejie, which makes
it all the more likely (when one has read the sentence to the end, exactly as
in Anacreon) that the ambiguous, and contrasting, tt]v otiv is to be taken as
really referring to a person, not a thing. That not everyone will accept an
interpretation on such lines in either passage is only to be expected. The
Greek in both places is, after all, ambiguous.
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